Communications

How do people communicate?

Do you have a mobile phone? How often do you use it? Who do you call? Do you write text messages?

Do you have a computer? Do you use e-mail? Who do you send emails to? What do you like to look at on the internet? Do you use facebook?

Do you like meeting people face to face?
Can you draw a picture of a computer here?

In your picture can you where can you find the:

Mouse
Keyboard
Screen
Monitor
Hardware

Can you connect these words?

Soft                           mail
USB                            processor
CD                             board
E-                             top
Lap                            memory stick
Key                            ware
Word                           drive
Text Language

What do these phrases mean? Write the full sentence.

C u l8r

I luv u

C u @ 7

Where r u?

Wd u like 2 go?

I dnt no

Meet u on mon?

R u on d bus?